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A precise measurement of the differential cross-sections dσ/dΩ and the linearly polarized photon
beam asymmetry Σ3 for Compton scattering on the proton below pion threshold has been performed
with a tagged photon beam and almost 4π detector at the Mainz Microtron. The incident photons
were produced by the recently upgraded Glasgow-Mainz photon tagging facility and impinged on
a cryogenic liquid hydrogen target, with the scattered photons detected in the Crystal Ball/TAPS
set-up. Using the highest statistics Compton scattering data ever measured on the proton along
with two effective field theories (both covariant baryon and heavy-baryon) and one fixed-t dispersion
relation model, constraining the fits with the Baldin sum rule, we have obtained the proton electric
and magnetic polarizabilities with unprecedented precision:

αE1 = 10.99 ± 0.16 ± 0.47 ± 0.17 ± 0.34

βM1 = 3.14 ± 0.21 ± 0.24 ± 0.20 ± 0.35

in units of 10−4 fm3 where the errors are statistical, systematic, spin polarizability dependent and
model dependent.

INTRODUCTION

The study of hadron structure in terms of quantum
chromodynamics and the underlying quarks and gluons
is a major focus of modern physics. Due to the nature
of confinement and the complex internal dynamics in-
volved, however, QCD calculations of hadron properties
have proved challenging. The recent proton radius “puz-
zle” [1, 2] and the many measurements and theoretical
developments it has spurred, have emphasized that, while
the proton is one of the basic building blocks of mat-
ter and the most familiar of all hadrons, we still do not
fully understand its properties and structure. Advances

in effective field theories [3–6], dispersion relation analy-
ses [7–10], and lattice QCD [11] have added impetus to
obtain more accurate measurement of hadron structure
observables, such as polarizabilities and charge radii.

An object’s polarizabilities characterize its internal re-
sponse to applied external electric ( ~E) and magnetic ( ~H)
fields; they are fundamental properties such as mass and
the charge and at the microscopic level, they can be ac-
cessed via Compton scattering. In the expansion of the
effective Hamiltonian in incident photon energy ωγ , the
electric (αE1) and magnetic (βM1) polarizabilities enter
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while the four spin polarizabilities (γEiMj) are included
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γ):
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where ~σ are the protons Pauli spin matrices, ~̇E = ∂t ~E
and Eij = 1

2 (∇iEj + ∇jEi) are partial derivatives with
respect to time and space, respectively. Considerable ex-
perimental effort has been expended over the last half
century to obtain the scalar polarizabilities of the pro-
ton [13–16], and recent measurements have resulted in
extractions of the proton’s heretofore unknown individ-
ual spin polarizabilities [17, 18]. Work has also been car-
ried out on the neutron’s scalar polarizabilities, but due
to the absence of a free-neutron target their unambiguous
extraction has proved more challenging [19–22].

Polarizabilities are of interest, not only in the study
of hadron structure where they can provide input to the
QCD puzzle, but also in other fields including precision
atomic physics and astrophysics. They yield an apprecia-
ble correction to the proton charge radius via the Lamb
shift and hyperfine structure [23–26] and influence neu-
tron star properties [27]. Moreover, a precise determina-
tion of the proton scalar polarizabilities is integral to the
extraction of the proton spin polarizabilities, as the latter
appear at higher order in the expansion of the Compton
scattering Hamiltonian [12, 28–31].

Furthermore, based solely on improved chiral effective
field theory analyses and attempts to curate a statisti-
cally consistent database [3–6], the Particle Data Group
have recently adjusted their values of the proton scalar
polarizabilities [32] without using new experimental data.
This clearly demonstrates the necessity to obtain a new
Compton scattering dataset with high statistical accu-
racy and low systematic errors in order to constrain the
extraction of the scalar polarizabilities.

The measurement reported here represents the high-
est statistics Compton scattering data ever obtained on
the proton — roughly one million Compton events be-
low pion photoproduction threshold — resulting in an
improvement of a factor of approximately five over the
world’s previous best measurement [16]. It builds on
our recently reported pilot experiment where the pho-
ton beam asymmetry below pion threshold was obtained
for the very first time [33].
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FIG. 1. Example of missing mass distribution for θγ′ = 120−
130◦ and ωγ = 118 − 130 MeV. The measured missing mass
distribution is shown together with the simulated Monte Carlo
one, in black and orange, respectively. The gray dotted lines
show the selection applied in the analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA
HANDLING

The experimental data were obtained in two beam-
times in 2018 using tagged photons at the MAMI elec-
tron microtron facility [34, 35]. The electron beam, with
an energy of 883 MeV, impinged on a 10 µm thin di-
amond radiator, producing a linearly polarized photon
beam via coherent Bremsstrahlung [36], with a degree of
polarization up to 78%. The recoiling electrons from the
Bremsstrahlung process were momentum analyzed us-
ing the Glasgow photon tagging spectrometer [37]. Only
photons with energies in the range ωγ = 85 − 140 MeV
were considered in this analysis. The resulting photon
beam passed a 3-mm-diameter lead collimator and was
incident on a 10-cm-long liquid hydrogen target. The fi-
nal state particles were detected using the same Crystal
Ball (CB)/TAPS detector system as in the pilot exper-
iment [33] with a nearly complete solid angle coverage.
Additional information on the apparatus used for these
measurements can be found in Refs. [38, 39].

The experiment was performed with two different or-
thogonal orientations of the photon polarization vector
(formed by the momentum of the incoming photon and
its electric field vector) and to minimize the systematic
uncertainty the polarization vector was flipped approxi-
mately every two hours. The degree of linear polariza-
tion, that depends on the photon energy and crystal ori-
entation, was directly extracted from experimental data
following the procedure described in Ref. [40].

The Compton scattering events, ~γp → γp, were se-
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(a) Unpolarized differential cross-section.
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(b) Beam asymmetry.

FIG. 2. Examples of our new data on the proton Compton scattering. Panel (a) shows 24 of the 60 total points of unpolarized
differential cross-section. The azure triangles show previous measurement from the TAPS collaboration [16] for the closest
energy bin (ωγ = 98.9 and 134.7 MeV from left to right, respectively). Panel (b) shows 12 of the 36 total points of beam
asymmetry Σ3. In all the plots, the errors are statistical only. The systematic uncertainties are depicted as gray and azure
bars for the new points and the TAPS results, respectively. The solid blue curves represent the Born contribution only. The
long-dashed orange, short-dashed purple and dotted-dashed green curves represent our fit results reported in Table I, obtained
within DR [7, 8, 10], BχPT [3] and HBχPT [42] frameworks, respectively. All the measured points are reported and plotted in
the Supplemental Material [43]

lected by requiring exactly one photon in the CB (for
the incident photon energies of interest the recoil pro-
tons are typically not energetic enough to reach the de-
tector apparatus). The photon is identified as a cluster
in the calorimeter without any associated hit in the Par-
ticle Identification Detector nor in any of the two Multi-
wire Proportional Chambers. Due to a significant beam-
related electromagnetic background in the forward re-
gion, only events with outgoing photon scattering angle
θγ′ > 30◦ were considered. Moreover, due to the rela-
tively high photon flux, a time coincidence within 3 ns
was required between the scattered photon and the hits
in the tagger focal plane. To remove the random coin-
cidences in the selected time window, a side-band sub-
traction was also performed by selecting a background
sample on each side of the prompt peak. Furthermore,
the background generated from the the non-hydrogenic
components of the target (Kapton cell, insulating mate-
rial, etc.) was sampled during dedicated empty-target
runs, and subtracted from the full-target sample.

Fig. 1 shows a sample of the missing mass distribution
calculated as

Mmiss =

√
(ωγ +mp − ωγ′)2 − (~k − ~k′)2, (3)

where k = (ωγ ,~k) and k′ = (ωγ′ , ~k′) are the incoming and
scattered photon four-momenta, respectively, and mp is
the target proton mass at rest. For a Compton scattering
event from a proton in the target cell we expect Mmiss

to be in agreement with the proton mass. The distri-
bution is plotted together with the one obtained from a
Monte Carlo simulation of the full experimental appara-
tus, based on the Geant4 package [41]. The good agree-
ment between the data and the simulated distribution

indicates a low background contamination in the final
sample, and to remove any remaining background a cut
on missing mass is applied (Fig. 1), which was optimized
using the Monte Carlo simulation.

From the final dataset, the unpolarized differen-
tial cross-section was extracted for five approximately
10 MeV-wide photon energy bins spanning the range
ωγ = 86 to 140 MeV and twelve 10◦-wide polar angu-
lar bins from θγ′ = 30◦ to 150◦, for a total of 60 points.
A sample of the obtained results is plotted in Fig. 2a
as the statistical-error-weighted average between the two
beamtimes. The error bars are statistical only with the
systematic uncertainty given by gray bars. They include
both correlated and point-to-point uncorrelated errors.
The former comes from three independent sources that
give in total a systematic uncertainty of 3%: target den-
sity (1%), photon flux normalization (2%), and analysis
cuts and Monte Carlo simulation (2%). The latter comes
from the remaining background contamination in the fi-
nal sample and it was estimated from the small yield ev-
ident to the right of the proton peak before the missing
mass cut (Fig. 1). This background yield was found to be
energy- and polar-angle-dependent and ranges from 10%
at low beam energy and scattering angle to 0.2% at high
energy and central angular bins. The consistency of the
two beamtimes was checked looking at the distribution
of the normalized residuals of the two cross-sections cal-
culated using the two different periods. The results were
found to be in perfect agreement for all energy bins, but
the lowest one (ωγ = 86.3 − 98.2 MeV) in which one of
the two beamtimes was about 5% higher than the other
one. To account for this, a 3% systematic uncertainty was
included in the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties of
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this lowest energy bin. The numerical values are tabu-
lated and plotted in the Supplemental Material [43]. Our
results in Fig. 2a are compared with the previously pub-
lished data from the TAPS collaboration [16]. The Born
term, describing the proton as a point-like particle with-
out internal structure aside from the anomalous magnetic
moment, is shown along with the fit results reported in
Table I, obtained within different theoretical frameworks:
Dispersion relation (DR) [7, 8, 10], Baryon Chiral Per-
turbation theory (BχPT) [3], and Heavy Baryon Chiral
Perturbation theory (HBχPT) [42]. The main difference
between the two χPT variants is whether the nucleon
is treated relativistically (BχPT) or an amplitude ex-
pansion in powers of 1/MN is performed (HBχPT) (see
Ref. [44] for a comprehensive comparison). The three
theories fit our data equally well, as confirmed also from
the χ2 values in Table I. The experimental data show
divergence from a calculation based on only the Born
term, showing the sensitivity of the data to the proton
internal structure, which at this energy is mainly, but
not exclusively, described by the scalar polarizabilities.
The improvement in the statistical quality of the new
data compared to the previous TAPS measurement is
clear from Fig. 2a. The new measurement also provides
a wider angular coverage and smaller systematic errors.

The combination of the linearly polarized photon beam
with the unpolarized LH2 target results in azimuthal de-
pendence to the Compton scattering cross-section, allow-
ing for the determination of the single polarization ob-
servable Σ3 defined as [12]

Σ3 =
dσ‖ − dσ⊥
dσ‖ + dσ⊥

, (4)

where dσ‖(⊥) is the polarized cross-section obtained with
one of the two orthogonal orientations of the photon po-
larization vector, usually named “parallel” and “perpen-
dicular”.

The beam asymmetry was extracted in the same en-
ergy and angular range as the unpolarized cross-section,
using a procedure similar to the one in Ref. [33]. Due to
the larger statistical uncertainties, to achieve adequate
statistics the current data were binned in three photon
energy regions, for a total of 36 new points. A sam-
ple of our results is shown in Fig. 2b. The error bars
shown are statistical only. The systematic uncertainties
are depicted as gray bars. The main contribution to the
systematic uncertainty comes from the procedure to ex-
tract the linear polarization degree from the data, and
an upper limit to this is estimated to be 5%, uniformly
distributed. An additional uncorrelated point-to-point
contribution coming from the background contamination
was also estimated, using a method similar to that em-
ployed for the unpolarized cross-section. The numerical
values are tabulated and plotted in the Supplemental Ma-
terial [43]. Our asymmetry results in Fig. 2b are plotted
together with the fit results obtained using the same the-

oretical frameworks as for the differential cross-sections
shown in Fig. 2a. Also in this case, the three models can
fit our results equally well. However, in all three photon
energy bins the fit results are distinct from the leading
Born term, indicating that the asymmetry is sensitive to
the proton structure constants.

A more comprehensive description of this work can be
found in Ref. [45].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A fit to extract the proton scalar polarizabilities from
all of the new data was performed using three differ-
ent models: fixed-t DRs [7, 8, 10], BχPT [3], and
HBχPT [42]. The unpolarized cross-section and the
beam asymmetry were given as input to the fitter as two
independent datasets. The uncorrelated point-to-point
systematic errors were added in quadrature to the statis-
tical ones. The correlated systematic uncertainties were
included in the fit as common normalization factors, one
for each dataset, and treated as additional fit parameters.
Their deviations from the expected value of 1 were also
accounted for in the χ2 function to be minimized [46].
The minimization was performed by using the MINUIT
minimization routine [47]. In order to emphasize the sen-
sitivity of the new data to αE1 and βM1 as much as pos-
sible, the spin polarizabilities were kept fixed to the most
recent experimental values [18]. Moreover, to minimize
the statistical uncertainty, the well-known Baldin Sum
rule was included as an additional data point to be fitted
at αE1 + βM1 = 13.8± 0.4 (in the usual units) [16].

The fit results are summarized in Table I. The errors
quoted in the central values of αE1 and βM1 are statis-
tical, systematic and from the spin polarizabilities, re-
spectively. The first one was obtained by performing the
fit without the normalization factors. The second er-
ror is given by how much the errors on the parameters
changed by the inclusion of the systematic errors. The
third error is given by the variation in the best value of
αE1 and βM1 when the spin polarizabilities are not fixed,
but rather free to vary within their experimental errors.
The small systematic error for the latter term indicates
the new dataset has only a limited dependency on the
spin polarizabilities, and thus making it well suited for a
precise study of the two scalar terms.

The extractions of the scalar polarizabilities reported
in Table I — in particular of βM1 — exhibits a moder-
ate model dependence. To provide a best estimate of the
central values for the two parameters, the results from
the three theories were combined using weighted average,
taking the quadratic sum of the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties as weights. For each error the largest
contributions among the different theories was assigned.
Additionally, the largest of the differences between each
theory and the average was used to estimate an addi-
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TABLE I. Scalar polarizabilities extracted by fitting the new unpolarized cross-section and beam asymmetry data using HDPV
DR [7, 8, 10], BχPT [3], and HBχPT [42] code. The errors are statistical, systematic, and from the spin polarizabilities,
respectively. The spin polarizabilities were fixed to the last experimental values available [18]. sσ and sΣ are the normalization
factors for the unpolarized cross-section and the beam asymmetry, respectively. The scalar polarizability values are given in
units of 10−4 fm3.

HDPV BχPT HBχPT
αE1 11.23 ± 0.16 ± 0.46 ± 0.02 10.65 ± 0.16 ± 0.47 ± 0.04 11.10 ± 0.16 ± 0.47 ± 0.17
βM1 2.79 ± 0.20 ± 0.23 ± 0.11 3.28 ± 0.21 ± 0.24 ± 0.09 3.36 ± 0.21 ± 0.24 ± 0.20
sσ 1.011 ± 0.015 1.013 ± 0.015 1.043 ± 0.016
sΣ 0.994 ± 0.015 0.996 ± 0.015 1.001 ± 0.015
χ2/DOF 82.10/93 = 0.89 82.96/93 = 0.89 83.16/93 = 0.89
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FIG. 3. Results of αE1 vs βM1 for the proton, obtained from
different experiments and theories. The extraction from our
data is depicted as blue full ellipse. The loosely dotted azure
ellipse shows the result from the TAPS collaboration [16]. The
dotted purple circle is the BχPT prediction [3], the green
dashed-dotted curve is the extraction within HBχPT [42],
and the orange dashed curve is the bootstrap-based fit us-
ing DR [48, 49]. The black circle shows the values quoted by
the PDG [50]. The Baldin sum rule constraint was used in the
present extraction, as well as in those from TAPS, HBχPT,
and HDPV. All contours correspond to 1σ level.

tional error due to the model dependence for both αE1

and βM1. The best values for the extraction of the scalar
polarizabilities from the new data using the Baldin sum
rule constraint are

αE1 = 10.99± 0.16± 0.47± 0.17± 0.34

βM1 = 3.14± 0.21± 0.24± 0.20± 0.35 (5)

where the errors are statistical, systematic, spin polar-
izability dependent and model dependent. A correla-

tion coefficient between the two scalar polarizabilities of
ραE1−βM1

= −0.75 was also reported by the fitter. The
effect of the constraint was checked by repeating the fits
without the additional point at αE1 + βM1 = 13.8± 0.4.
The obtained values for αE1 and βM1 are in agreement
with the ones of Eq. (5) within 1.5σ and 0.5σ, respec-
tively, indicating the limited effect of the constraint on
the final results.

Figure 3 shows the scalar polarizability extraction from
this work as the blue full ellipse. Also shown are various
previously published global extractions and predictions of
these two parameters. The azure dotted circle shows in
particular the results from the TAPS collaboration [16],
the highest statistics dataset published previously. The
improvement in the uncertainty of the scalar polarizabil-
ities extracted from the new data is clearly visible.

SUMMARY

In summary, a new precision measurement of the pro-
ton Compton scattering unpolarized cross-section and
beam asymmetry is presented. A fit to the new data
using different theoretical models resulted in an extrac-
tion of the scalar polarizabilities αE1 and βM1 from one
consistent dataset with an unprecedented precision. The
new results will be important for resolving the current
ambiguities in the extraction of these fundamental quan-
tities. Moreover, these new experimental data can be
used in combination with the already published ones on
single and double polarization observables from the A2
collaboration [17, 18, 33], to obtain the first combined
extraction of all the six proton polarizabilities from ex-
perimental data measured at a single facility, achieving
an important new milestone in the MAMI program.
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